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Abstract

An energy aware routing protocol (EARP) is proposed to minimise a perfor-
mance metric that combines the total consumed power in the network and the
QoS that is specified for the flows. The algorithm uses source routing based
on the functionalities provided by the Cognitive Packet Network (CPN), run-
ning autonomously at each input node to the network based on smart packets
which gather relevant information throughout the network using reinforcement
learning at each of the intermediate nodes. Measurements on an experimental
test-bed that uses EARP are presented and they indicate that it offers a reduc-
tion in power consumption, as compared to a purely QoS driven approach, and
also respects the requested QoS level.
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1. Introduction

Energy efficient protocols have been extensively studied for wireless net-
works, because energy savings for battery powered nodes is crucial [1, 2]. How-
ever research on energy consumption is relatively new in wired networks even
though the amount consumed on a day to day basis is a significant fraction of
the total energy used for ICT systems [3]. Surprisingly the total energy con-
sumption for ICT and for air travel are comparable. Since wired networks form
the backbone of all of the world’s ICT, the energy consumption in this area is
bound to rise unless serious efforts are made to achieve significant savings in
wired networks and computer systems. Thus recent research on wired energy
aware network management includes [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9].

The most thorough measurement studies that have been performed in [10]
which quantify the energy consumed by many network devices, ranging from the
core switches to wireless access points, and including different vendors. These
measurements are carried out under various traffic and network configurations,
together with an index associated with each network device so that the propor-
tionality of power consumption to the device’s traffic load can be evaluated. As
investigated by [10], the ratio of the actual power consumed by a networking
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device on average to its maximum power consumption, varies widely across dif-
ferent device families. The impact of the hardware processing rate and traffic
load on power consumption is also examined in [4]. Moreover, research work in
[11] introduces a generic model for router power consumption.

However because there does not seem to be a single unified model that
captures the power characteristics of a wide class of network devices, in the
experiments we conducted in this paper, we use offline power measurements
that have been conducted on our own experimental testbed’s nodes, and which
have been previously reported in [12, 13]. In particular, we will rely on the
measurements reported in Figure 1 for a single core router to relate router traffic
rates in packets per second to the power consumed by each of our routers.

In this paper we propose an energy aware routing protocol (EARP) that
not only attempts to minimise the total consumed power in the network but
also respects the requested QoS by each incoming flow [14]. EARP relies on the
underlying Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) [15] for the information it requires,
and uses it to minimise power consumption. CPN’s smart packets are used to
gather information about the power usage at the nodes, and EARP is run in a
fully distributed manner using CPN’s source routing scheme that is modified to
include power consumption as a decision criterion.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. We first give a brief
overview of CPN and its existing routing protocol. Section 2 elaborates the
proposed energy-aware routing protocol. The implementation is summarised
and then we detail some performance results in Section 3. Conclusions and
further work are discussed in Section 4.
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Figure 1: Power consumption as a function of packet rate for a single core router [12]
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1.1. Background

The Cognitive Packet Network (CPN) is an experimental protocol that al-
lows a network with an arbitrary topology to observe its state in a distributed
manner and exploit the data being gathered to improve different QoS metrics
[16]. The CPN routing algorithm runs autonomously at each node using Rein-
forcement Learning with a recurrent Random Neural Network [17, 18, 19], and
measurement results for this protocol are summarised in [20]. CPN makes use
of three types of packets: smart packets (SP) for discovery, source routed dumb
packets (DP) to carry payload, and acknowledgements (ACK) to bring back
information that has been discovered by SPs. Conventional IP packets can also
tunnel through CPN, so as to seamlessly operate mixed IP and CPN networks.
SPs are constantly generated by each of the source users of CPN as a fraction of
the total number of DPs that are sent forward, in order to seek paths to the des-
tination that minimise the desired QoS, and also to update the QoS information
about different paths used by the source and hence allow it to make informed
decisions. Since DPs are source routed, the choice of the path that is used to
convey the DPs to the destination, is made at the source on the basis of the
information it receives from ACKs sent back by the successful SPs. In previous
work CPN has been proposed as a means to optimise energy consumption [5, 6],
and this paper is a continuation of this previous research. However here we will
use a decision scheme that attempts to minimise the power consumed provided
the overall end-to-end packet delay remains below a predetermined value.

2. Energy and QoS Aware Routing

At each node i, let us denote by Ti, the traffic this node carries in packets/sec
(pps). Assuming that a flow l carries traffic of rate tl pps, then Ti can be
computed as

Ti =
∑

l∈F (i)

tl (1)

where F (i) denotes the set of flows that use node i. Let pi(T ) and Qi(T ) the
power consumption and QoS of node i when the traffic it carries is T , so that
adding a new flow k to node i will result in a change of power consumption and
QoS at that node.

Let pi(x) be the instantaneous power consumption at node i when it carries
x packets per seconds, in watts, will include all aspects of packet processing,
including storing packets, routing them, and forwarding them through appro-
priate link drivers. It is of course possible to detail these different elements of
power expenditure. In modern routers pi(x) will increase with x, but because of
the increasing use of multi-cores in processing elements, the increase may have
a step-like behaviour.

Let us denote the Power Cost associated with the k − th flow at node i by
Mk

i (tk, Ti), and define it as a combination of the flow’s own power consumption,
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and of the impact it has on other flows which are using the node:

Mk
i (tk, Ti) = atk

pi(Ti + tk)

Ti + tk
+ bTi[

pi(Ti + tk)

Ti + tk
− pi(Ti)

Ti
] (2)

where a, b ≥ 0. Here the first term is the power (watts) total used by the k− th
flow, multiplied by some constant a. The second term represents the increase
in wattage for the other flows, multiplied by some constant b. Note that if
a = b = 1 both of these elements have an equal weight, while if b = 0 then we
are ignoring the effect on the other flows that are using the node. However this
metric assumes that the k − th flow is concerned with a form of payment of
“wattage per packet” that may be paid. In fact, a flow may also be concerned
just with the total wattage itself, in which case a more appropriate metric may
be:

mk
i (tk, Ti) = cpi(Ti + tk) + d[pi(Ti + tk)− pi(Ti)] (3)

for c, d ≥ 0. Note that for any quality of service function Qk
i (tk, Ti) we can

adopt similar forms as (2) and (3), but generally a simplified version of the
latter may be adopted for quantities such as node delay and packet loss.

The power related cost functions for the k-th traffic flow of rate tk on a path
π(i) originating at node i is written as:

Mk
π(i)(tk, Tπ(i)) =

∑
n∈π(i)

Mk
n(tk, Tn), (4)

or we can choose the simpler form:

mk
π(i)(tk, Tπ(i)) =

∑
n∈π(i)

mk
n(tk, Tn), (5)

Similarly, we would have the QoS criterion, such as loss, delay or some other
metric:

Qk
π(i)(tk, Tπ(i)) =

∑
n∈π(i)

Qk
n(tk, Tn) (6)

where Tπ(i) = (Tn1 , ... , Tn|π(i)|) where n1 = i, and the nj , with 1 ≤ j ≤ |π(i)|
are the successive nodes of path π(i).

The main drawbacks of using the metric Mk
π(i)(tk) are twofold. (a) Because

of the factor tk/(tk + Ti), the first term may be quite small, and the second
term may also be small because we compute a difference in energy consumption.
Small values compounded with the effect of inevitable statistical fluctuations in
measurements make this metric unattractive. (b) The need to measure three
quantities at each node plus the traffic rate tk can lead to excessive overhead
and measurement delays. Thus it appears more attractive and much simpler to
use mk

π(i)(tk, Tπ(i)) as the energy criterion to be optimised.
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2.1. Reinforcement Learning in EARP

In CPN, each router stores a specific Random Neural Network (RNN) for
each flow that is active at that node. Each RNN has as many neurons as there
are outgoing links in the node. The arrival of a smart packet (SP) will trigger
the interrogation of the RNN to determine the next hop for the SP; this is done
by computing the current state of the RNN and selecting the output port of the
node that corresponds to the neuron of the RNN which is the most excited. On
the other hand, the arrival of an acknowledgement packet (ACK) back from the
destination of that flow, will trigger the execution of the reinforcement learning
(RL) process [18]. Since EARP is expected to minimise the overall cost of power
while satisfying the requested QoS, the goal Gi to be optimised will combine
the power consumption with the QoS constraint. All quantities of interest for
some flow k will relate to the forward path from any node i to the destination
node of that flow. Thus the goal will take the form:

Gi = mk
π(i)(tk, Tπ(i)) (7)

+β1[Qk
π(i)(tk, Tπ(i))−Qk

o > 0](Qk
π(i)(tk, Tπ(i)))

ν

where:

• mk
π(i)(tk, Tπ(i)) is the total power cost function on the path going from

the i− th node to the destination of flow k, with the corresponding traffic
loads on each of the intermediate nodes,

• 1[X] is the function that takes the value 0 if X is true, and takes the value
1 if X is false.

• ν ≥ 1, and β > 0 is a constant meant to match the delay units with
respect to power, while Qk

o is the QoS value that should not be exceeded
for flow k, e.g. the maximum tolerated path delay,

• Qk
π(i)(tk, Tπ(i))) is the total QoS value measured from this node to the

destination by the SPs.

CPN uses the reward function R = G−1 as follows. If the Rθ are the suc-
cessive measured values of the reward function R at some node, then the RNN
weights are updated based on the threshold Θθ, which captures a historical
sliding window average of the reward:

Θθ = αΘθ−1 + (1− α)Rθ, (8)

where he constant value 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 tunes the responsiveness of the algorithm,
i.e. α = 0.8 represents an “average sliding window” of the five past values
of Rθ. Weights are increased or reduced or based on the difference between
the current reward Rθ and the previous threshold Θθ−1; if Rθ is larger than
Θθ−1 then this results in a significant increase in the excitatory weights from
all neurons to that neuron that is ignited the previous output link, with a slight
increase in the inhibitory weights leading to other neurons. Otherwise, if Rθ is
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Figure 2: Network topology.

smaller than Θθ−1, all excitatory weights leading to all neurons are moderately
increased, except for the previous winner, and the inhibitory weights leading to
the previous winning neuron are significantly increased, in order to “punish” it
for not being successful. Θθ−1 is first computed, and then the network weights
are updated as follows. In the following expression that, the neurons i, j, n
correspond to output links of the node where the update is being conducted, and
none of these output links can be identical to the link from which the connection
(for which the updates are being carried out) has entered this particular node.
Thus, if the node has N links, one of them is excluded because the input link
for the connection cannot be re-used as the output link (i.e. packets cannot
be sent back along the link through which they entered), j denotes the output
link that was most recently used by the connection, and hence there are N − 2
alternate output links to be considered:

Θθ−1 ≤ Rθ :

{
w+(i, j) ← w+(i, j) +Rθ,

w−(i, n) ← w−(i, n) + Rθ

N−2 , ∀n ̸= j,

Θθ−1 > Rθ :

{
w−(i, j) ← w−(i, j) +Rθ,

w+(i, n) ← w+(i, n) + Rθ

N−2 , ∀n ̸= j.

(9)

3. Experiments

Our experimental testbed consists of 46 nodes, which are Pentium IV-machines
with up to fifteen Ethernet interfaces running Linux Kernel 2.6.15. These nodes
are connected using a topology depicted in Figure 2, with full-duplex links at
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(a) Routing based on energy with delay
constraint

(b) Routing based on delay

Figure 3: Average round trip delay for the three flows with different traffic levels

(a) Routing based on energy with delay
constraint

(b) Routing based on delay.

Figure 4: Average length of the end-to-end path taken by the three active flows.

10 Mbps Mega-bits-per-second). The topology we have selected resembles that
of the Swiss Education and Research Network, and artificial delays are used
to replicate the link-level delays of the real network. We further assume that
all the nodes have the same power consumption characteristic as a function of
traffic rate as in Figure 1 that was measured for the single core routers that are
used in our network test-bed, and the function pi, that relates traffic rate to
power consumption in node i is approximated by a piecewise linear function. In
the EARP, we have chosen a maximum value of acceptable end-to-end delay of
Qk

o = 80ms. The constants ν = 8 and β = 1 so that the second term in (8) tends
to become very large when the end-to-end delay approaches 80ms, so that this
delay is never exceeded. All delays are expressed and measured in milliseconds.

3.1. Experiments with three source-destination pairs and no background traffic

We first chose three source and destination nodes, as indicated in Figure 2,
and set up three flows: from node 19 to 3, from node 30 to 2 and from node
33 to 14. The three flows have the same data rate, which was varied with four
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values 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2 Mbps. There was no other traffic in the network in this
first experiment.

All the experiments were based on UDP traffic, and packet size was fixed at
1024 bytes. Each experiment ran for 600 secs, and measurements were collected
from each node every five seconds. Additional background traffic at a rate of
200 kbps was also set up to run alternately every other 100 seconds over all the
links between nodes 45-24, 35-10, and 46-38 in both directions, so as to create
a time varying power load as well as a time-varying power consumption pattern
in the network.

With this configuration, we compare the performance of EARP with that of
the CPN protocol which aims to minimise end-to-end delay. We thus measured
the power consumption in all the nodes of the network and the round trip delay
experienced by the active flows.

All three flows were first run at a data rate of 0.5 Mbps, which was then
increased in steps of 0.5 Mbps for each successive round of the experiment simul-
taneously for all three flows, up to the maximum value of 2 Mbs. Experiments
were conducted separately with the EARP, and also with conventional CPN
that was using delay only as the QoS goal.

On the other hand, as would be expected, EARP results in higher end-to-end
delays as shown in Figure 3, mainly due to the longer paths taken by EARP to
avoid nodes that carry more traffic and hence which consume more power per
packet. To detail this point, the average length of the end-to-end paths used by
each of the two schemes are plotted in Figure 4. It can be seen that the routes
selected by CPN with delay minimisation are on average 40% shorter than those
selected by EARP. Furthermore, Figure 3 also reveals that although delay may
increase with EARP, each flows’ round trip delay remains within the prescribed
limit. This suggests that we could also modify EARP to include other QoS
bounds, such as loss, a combination of loss and delay, and jitter.

3.2. Network-wide Energy Savings

We repeated the previous experiments with three flows, but also additional
background traffic was added running throughout all the network links, in each
direction at a constant rate of 200 kbps.

The resulting measured total power consumption over all nodes is shown in
Figure 5 for routing based on energy, on delay and on shortest path, and for
the different traffic rates on each connection. As expected, the routing based on
energy (EARP) results in the lowest energy consumption, while routing based
on shortest path which is insensitive to load conditions results in the highest
energy consumption because energy consumption itself depends on load. Also
as expected, we see that delay based routing provides a compromise since at
low traffic levels it results in comparable energy consumption to EARP, while
at high traffic loads it does not do as well as EARP.

Figure 6 compares the average route length in number of hops, averaged over
all traffic levels for the three connections, for EARP on the one hand, and CPN
that is based on using the number of hops as the QoS criterion. Note that the
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Figure 5: Experiment with three flows: total power consumption in the network vs. traffic
rate all connections.
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Figure 6: Experiment with three flows: average length of the paths taken by the connections.

averages that are taken ar not “per packet”, but rather per experiment. We
see that EARP can result in significantly longer path lengths being taken, so
that short path lengths obviously will not in general lead to lower overall energy
consumption per path.

Figure 7 on the other hand examines the average round-trip delay experi-
enced by packets, where again the average is taken over all the different traffic
intensities and experiments for all of the three connections, where we compare
EARP with the CPN protocol that attempts to minimise delay. We see that
EARP can lead to significantly higher delays in its attempt to minimise energy
consumption.
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Figure 7: Experiments with three flows: average round trip packet delay for the three con-
nections.

3.3. Experiments with nine connections

In a second set of experiments, we take nine (rather than three) source-
destination pairs. Three flows are initially activated in the network, and then
during the experiment three additional connections are launched, followed by
three more. The three flows activated at the start of the experiment go from
node 23 to 12, 30 to 14 and 33 to 2. Another three flows are initiated 100 secs
later (from node 20 to 26, from node 28 to 10 and from node 35 to 7), and
the finally three flows are activated 200 secs after the start from node 11 to 8,
node 13 to 24 and node 29 to 6. Each flow’s lifetime is 400 secs, and the total
experiment lasts for 600 secs. All nine flows are first run at a data rate of 0.5
Mbps, and the data rate is then increased to 1, 1.5, 2, and 2.2 Mbps in successive
steps. In addition we have 200 kbs of background traffic being conveyed in both
directions over every link in the network.

The instantaneous power consumed by the network for flow rates of 1 Mbps
and 2 Mbps is shown in Figure 8 during the first 400 secs of the experiment
while all the nine flows are still active, as well as the step increases in power
consumption at 100sec and 200 secs, when three new flows are initiated each
time. We observe the saving in power consumption when the EARP is used for
both flows’ rates 1 Mbps and 2 Mbps, as compared to shortest and delay based
routing.

On the other hand, in Figure 9 we observe average values over the whole
experiment (rather than instantaneous values) of power for five different data
rates of the nine flows, and we see that using EARP always results in savings in
power consumption. The irregularity in the curve for the power consumed using
shortest path routing with CPN just indicates that CPN shortest path routing
can actually use different paths, and these different paths can result in different
levels of energy consumption that do not necessarily result in an overall increase
when traffic rates increase on each flow.

In Figure 10 we measure the flows’ end-to-end delay obtained using EARP,
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Figure 8: Scenario two: Total power consumption in the network Vs. the experiment’s elapsed
time.
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Figure 9: Scenario two: Total power consumption in the network vs. traffic rate of the
examined flows
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Figure 10: Scenario two: Average round trip delay for each of the nine active flows in their
lifetime.
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Figure 11: Scenario two: Average length of the end-to-end path taken by each of the nine
active flows.
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and compare it with the delay resulting from using CPN with delay minimisa-
tion. The average delay for each connection is presented, where the average is
computed for each flow over the five data sets that we have tested. We observe
that CPN with delay minimisation results on average in a 45% reduction of
latency as compared to EARP. On the other hand, Figure 11 shows the average
path length used by the EARP in number of hops for each connection with
respect to the CPN protocol that uses the minimisation for the number of hops
(rather than the minimisation of delay); we see that the difference is perceptible
(0.6 hops on average) but not very significant.

4. Conclusions

This paper introduces a novel energy-aware routing protocol (EARP) that
is based on the autonomic network routing protocol CPN that was described in
several other papers. EARP attempts to minimise the total power consumption
of each flow in a packet network, while trying to keep the “damage” to the
delay experienced by packets principal QoS metric to a value which is below an
acceptable upper bound.

We have implemented EARP on a large network test-bed with many different
traffic conditions. We have conducted both averaged measurements for long
periods, and also observed the network as the number of connections varies
with time.

We have thus experimentally compared EARP’s performance to a version of
CPN that uses either just delay as the desired QoS metric to be minimised, or
that attempts to minimise the number of hops used by the flows. We observe
that EARP, which explicitly addresses power consumption does indeed provide
the desired results, and that aiming at delay or hop count minimisation will
result in significantly larger energy consumption levels. This comparison has
shown that EARP achieves overall reduction of power consumption on aver-
age throughout the network, but also that the QoS metric of interest (which
was delay in our experiments) increases, though it remains below a maximum
acceptable level.

Our measurements have estimated power consumption via traffic measure-
ments using the directly measured relationship between power consumption and
traffic rate in routers. We expect that we can improve the accuracy of our power
estimates in the future by using specific sensors which directly access the power
consumption of routers and of other network equipment. In future work we also
plan to address more complex QoS metrics which incorporate factors such as
loss, jitter as well as delay.

The main drawback of EARP may be that even when traffic rates are such
that energy consumption is low, it can unnecessarily degrade QoS. Therefore
in future work we will consider changes to EARP that would only launch the
algorithm in ranges of traffic and energy consumption where significant improve-
ment of energy consumption is obtained without significant negative effects on
QoS.
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